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“What about it?We don’t have proof that it lied to us, so what can we do if it
insists it’s in there.”Mu Qianji said helplessly.

Omi asked Old Ape, “Since you say that the Swift Sacred Brain is inside this
boulder, then tell me, how did your ancestors hide the Swift Sacred Brain inside
the boulder?”

The old ape shook its head and emitted mental waves, “This question, our
ancestors of all generations are also wondering, and I really can’t answer it, I only
know that my previous patriarch told me that the ancient sacred object of our
Water Ape Clan is at the center of this Heaven and Earth Stone.”

“A routine, it’s really full of routines, so I can’t even say anything.”Omi laughed
bitterly.

At that moment, the Jiao Dragon said, “Brother Chen, let me try.”After saying
that, the black jiao tail slapped hard on the boulder.

“Ouch.”The Black Jiao grimaced in pain.

“How was it?No, it’s too hard for me to do anything about.”Black Jiao said.

“I’ll do it.”Mu Qianji said and the Buried Moon Sword struck hard.

“Wow.”Suddenly, the Buried Moon Sword split a three meter gap.

“The Buried Moon Sword is worthy of being a Buried Moon Sword.”

The old ape beside him was shocked, this was the first person in history to be
able to split such a large gap in one go. First URL m.kanshu8.net

Mu Qianji said, “But a three-meter gap is simply insignificant for the entire
boulder, it’s impossible to predict how long it will take to split into the center of
the boulder, and we can’t even be sure that the Archaic Sacred Brain is really in
there yet.”

The old ape beside him was busy saying, “It’s really in there, our ancestors of all
generations have passed it down this way.”



Omi snorted, if Mu Qianji really cleaved to the core and ended up not finding the
Swift Sacred Brain, the old ape would immediately be able to say that they too
were just passed down from ancestors of all generations.

However, Omi and the others had no other way now, and the old ape was bent on
being inside.

At this time, Dao said, “Brother Chen, you guys forgot about me.”

“You?”

“Yes, but I survived in the underground city at first, the underground city is all
made up of hard boulders, I drilled around as usual, this stone, although it’s quite
hard, I can still drill into it, I’ll just drill into the core and take a look at it.”

“Fine, then you drill into the core and take a look.”

The Fire Demon Beast immediately turned into a tiny body, then his body was like
water dipping into a boulder, his body was like water dipping into a stone, so he
didn’t leave any holes.

Omi remembered that the Fire Demon Beast’s body structure was extraordinary,
he could change the shape of his body, like, water could freeze and then become
hard, or it could turn into vapor and then be light as a feather, or it could become
liquid water, soft and free.The Fire Demon Beast’s body was similar to this, which
was why he could become bigger and smaller.

Right now, the Fire Demon Beast got into the boulder and was walking inside the
boulder at a very fast speed, just like a fish swimming in water.

“Yay.”Omi shouted excitedly.

The old ape was now very ugly, it thought that no matter who came to hit on the
holy object, it would end up being useless, but it didn’t expect that Omi was
surrounded by such a magical creature.

The boulder was huge, reaching a distance of tens of thousands of meters, but
for a fire beast that entered the stone like a fish in water, tens of thousands of
meters wasn’t much of a distance at all.

In less than three hours, the Fire Demon Beast entered the core of the boulder
and searched around the core.

Finally, the fire beast saw a ten

The meter long and wide sealed hole.

“Ah, there really is.”The Fire Demon Beast was taken aback.



The Fire Demon Beast saw that in the sealed hole, there was a Water Ape sitting
there, and it looked like it had been dead for a long time, and its body wasn’t
decaying.

“Where’s the Swift Sacred Brain?Is it, still in the skull of this dead water ape?”The
Fire Demon Beast muttered, he looked around and didn’t find anything else, so
the Archaic Sacred Brain must be in the skull.

The Fire Demon Beast clawed and grabbed the skull as if it was a ball.

This was, the Fire Demon Beast was in trouble again, because, how to take the
head out with it?The Fire Demon Beast’s own body was free to swim in the stone,
but this Water Ape’s head, which wasn’t part of his body, couldn’t swim in the
stone, which meant that he couldn’t even take the head out.

Just then, the Fire Demon Beast suddenly saw that there seemed to be a
switch-like thing on the stone wall.

The Fire Demon Beast immediately went up and twisted it with its claws.

“Click, click, click, click.”Letting out a clicking sound, a small or not so small
passage automatically separated on the side of the sealed stone cave.

“Huh, there is a passage, it seems, that old ape really lied, to enter the boulder,
there is a mechanism to open the passage.Haha, now I’ll go out with my head.”

At this moment, outside the boulder, underneath the boulder where Omi was
standing, suddenly, an opening appeared.

Omi and the others furrowed their brows in confusion, as the Fire Demon Beast
flew out from that gap, holding a Water Ape’s head in its paws.

“Brother Chen, I’m coming out.”

“Little Fire, what’s going on?”

“This old ape lied, to enter the core of the boulder, there is a mechanism to open
the passage.”

“Ugh.”

At this moment, the old ape grimaced as he looked at the Fire Demon Beast, a cry
of grief on his face, because, the head of their ancestor, was twisted out.

Omi saw the old ape’s grief and didn’t bother to see him in general.

“Where is the Archaic Sacred Brain?”

“There it is.”



Don frowned.

“This head is the Archaic Sacred Brain?”

“It should be, because in that chamber, there was only a water ape body that
hadn’t been decaying for an unknown amount of time, so I bent the head out, and
the brain inside the skull should be the ancient sacred brain.”

“I’ll go.”Omi felt nauseous, how the fuck do you eat this?

Mu Qianji also covered his nose, feeling nauseous.

“Minister, so don’t want it?”

“Fuck, I thought that it was something like a pill, but I didn’t expect a straight
water ape head.”Omi said depressedly.

Mu Qianji said, “The Ten Thousand Year Ginseng we got before was also a
ginseng like, the Ice Crystal Snow Lotus, also a snow lotus like, the Emperor
Worm, also a living worm, and the Vermilion Bird Grass, also a grass like.So, it’s
not surprising that the Archaic Sacred Brain, directly a water ape head.”

“But how do you eat it, sucking the brains inside?What does that really do?”Omi
said skeptically.

Mu Qianji said, “This Water Ape Clan’s ancient ancestor has been sealed in the
boulder for I don’t know how many years, but even a cup or porcelain has turned
into an antique after so long, going from worthless to valuable.The ten thousand
year old ginseng we took before, that also grew for ten thousand years, that’s
why it’s rare.
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“If I’m not wrong, although this Swift Water Ape’s body is dead, the brain pulp in
its skull should have been alive all along.In other words, it used a secret method
to keep its brains alive for countless years, and then, it turned into a treasure.”

“Ugh.”Omi felt a strange sensation.

Mu Qianji laughed, “Omi, this Water Ape’s brains were useless, but after living for
countless years, it became a treasure, the same as ginseng, if our brains can be
insured like this for tens of thousands of years, then after tens of thousands of
years, our brains will also be a treasure.”

“Well, then take it away, it’s disgusting, but if it’s really treasure, no matter how
disgusting it is, we have to suck it all up.”

“Hmm.”



“Ow.”The old ape cried and roared in pain.

In fact, although the old ape knew that there was a mechanism inside the boulder
to enter, it didn’t even know where the mechanism was opened, after all, this
generation of clan leaders had passed down to each other, about the location of
the mechanism had already been lost.

In the meantime, the old ape watched the head of the legendary Saint Ancestor
being carried away, and heard that Omi and Mu Qianji would still be sucking raw,
as the current ancestor of the Water Ape Clan, the mood was so sorrowful.

Omi ignored the roaring old ape and flew away with his head in his hands, rushing
out of the sea and into the cabin of the flying ship.

Black Jiao was still hovering outside the flying ship, which was heading towards
the Yanhuang Empire.

At this moment, inside the flying shuttle, Omi placed the head of the Water Ape
Sacred Ancestor on a small table, and on that head, an upright Water Ape hair, it
was creepy. Remember the website .kanshu8.net

Mu Qianji said, “It’s really going to be eaten.”

“Of course, after all, while it’s fresh, now that we’ve taken the Water Ape Sacred
Ancestor’s head out, it’s definitely no longer fresh, if we don’t eat it, it’s going to
rot.”

Mu Qianji was disgusted ah, who made the Water Ape’s head, it looked so much
like a human.

Omi said, “I’ve heard that the humans at the bottom, some rich merchants, like to
eat monkey brains nowadays, and they put a live monkey, in the middle of the
table, with only the monkey’s head exposed, and then they open an opening on
the top of the monkey’s head on the spot, and a table full of people with spoons,
spoon by spoon, beat out the monkey’s brains and send them into their
mouths.That monkey, but the most ordinary monkey, but right now this one, but
the strongest of the water monkeys, and it was kept fresh for countless
years.You’re still too disgusted to dare eat it, if this is sent to those rich
merchants, I’m afraid they won’t even leave you a single monkey hair.”

“Don’t say that, it’s too disgusting.”

“Hehe, it’s good for the brain, alright, Thousand Extremes, I’m going to open my
skull.”

Omi took out a knife, and on the otaku’s skull, he first scraped off the hairs to
reveal the bones, and then made an incision on the bones.

Omi took out two straws and stuck them in through that opening.



“Come on, start sucking.”Don Omi said, it felt as if he was sucking coconut juice,
fresh off the tree, and opening an opening into the straw, only replacing the
coconut with the head of a water ape.

“I don’t want it, I’m not sucking.”Mu Qianji shook his head incessantly.

“If you don’t suck it, then I will.”Omi summoned up the courage to put his mouth
on the straw, then closed his eyes and sucked hard.

Sure enough, it felt like a tofu brain sucked into his mouth.

Omi smacked his mouth and smiled, “It tastes fishy.”

“Don’t say that.”Did Mu Qianji dare not look.

“Qianji, I advise you to really suck some, this ancient holy brain, there’s not much
left, you think it’s really full in the skull ah, suck it, you don’t suck it, give it to
Little Fire and Black Jiao.”Omi.

Laughingly said, in fact, to deceive Mu Qianji, the ancient sacred brain is really
full of a head, one or two people definitely can not eat, because this water ape’s
head, large like a winter melon, there are too many brains inside.This is good, you
can bring it back to others to take, there are good things of course to enjoy
together, this is Omi’s principle.

Mu Qianji said in his heart, “It’s too wasteful not to eat such a good treasure,
what if I can step into the Ancestor realm faster by eating this?Fine, for the sake
of the Ancestor Realm, I’ll suck.”

Mu Qianji immediately closed his eyes, got to the mouth of the straw, and sucked
hard for dozens of mouthfuls, equivalent to at least two large bowls.

“Phew.”Mu Qianji stopped sucking, it was almost too much to eat, it was not
beneficial to eat too much.

“Hahaha, Qianji, you just sucked the straw, I sucked the straw, oh.”Omi said with
a smile.

Mu Qianji stared at Omi the same, and said in his heart, his mouth has been kissed
with you, and he is still afraid of sucking your straw.

Omi also sucked twenty mouthfuls and then stopped sucking, there was still a lot
of holy brain in there, there should be enough to go back to so many people to
share.

“Little Fire, you suck some too.”

“Good.”



Omi then separately let the Fire Demon Beast and Black Jiao all eat some of the
holy brains, and the rest, they brought back.

Fortunately, there was a refrigerator in the flying ship, and it was frozen in the
freezer at minus tens of degrees Celsius, although its effectiveness would drop a
bit, it was still at least of great use.

“Thousand Jiao, how are you feeling?”Omi asked.

Mu Qianji gargled for a long time and said, “My mouth is fishy.”

Omi said, “It’s okay, even if it’s fishy, I still love to kiss your mouth, come on, give
me a kiss.”Omi immediately kissed Mu Qianji’s small mouth.

The Fire Demon Beast beside him said, “Brother Chen, Sister Thousand, can you
take care of the feeling of a single beast.”

“Haha.”Omi laughed out loud, “Little Fire, think of the female beast.”

The Fire Beast spat out his tongue, in the past, the Fire Beast had said that he
would never find a wife again because he was the only Fire Beast left in the
world.Now, even if he found other fire beasts, and it was a purpose, if they hadn’t
evolved, they weren’t even creatures on the same level anymore, it was as if they
were human beasts.

Omi asked, “Little Fire, you’re also an adult, tell me how you solve the need?”

The Fire Demon Beast was embarrassed for a moment, “Yah, yah, Minister, can
we not say such an embarrassing question.”

“Say it.”

The Fire Demon Beast was embarrassed, “Yah yah, it’s better to ask this question
to Big Brother Black, I was taught by him, I wouldn’t have been able to before.”

“Little Fire, can you answer the question positively, how did you solve it.”

“Yah yah yah, it’s all said and done, still don’t know ah, of course, solve it
yourself.”

“Uh, solve it yourself ah, hahaha, is it how to solve it yourself ah, Black Jiao
too?Did he teach you to work it out for yourself?Hahaha.”

“Brother Minister, no more no more, there are women here.”

Mu Qianji snorted, “Pervert.”

“Hahaha.”Omi laughed, and the Fire Demon Beast shyly got into a corner.



Just like that, everyone joked and laughed on the way back, and the black jiao
could only keep hovering outside.

And after eating the Sacred Brain, Omi and Mu Qianji both felt a bit hot in the
head, and after eating the Sacred Brain, their comprehension and talent, etc.,
improved many, many times.I’m afraid that stepping into the Ancestor realm is
not far off.
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